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the ARTICLE (for teachers)          

 

Being Bilingual Good for the Brain 

In an increasingly globalized world, being bilingual (or even multilingual) has many benefits. In children, for 

example, speaking two languages translates to higher math scores. Or in the world of business, an employer 

will likely offer a higher salary if he/she has a command of more than one language. And being bilingual 

generally also means exposure to more than one culture, bringing about the acceptance and understanding of 

others. However, did you know that bilingualism benefits the brain too? 

 

Increasingly, more and more scientists are reaching a consensus that speaking two or more languages provides 

measurable positives. From improved memory and decision-making skills to warding off Alzheimer's Disease, 

being adept at two languages results in desirable consequences. 

 

Let's start with how the brain of multilinguals must suppress one language. In other words, if someone knew 

both Spanish and English but were using the former instead of the latter in a conversation, then that person's 

brain would actively keep the momentarily irrelevant English in check. This results in frequent exercise for the 

portion of the brain responsible for executive functions like focused thought and problem-solving skills. 

 

There's more, though. People who use two or more languages also can switch between tasks more quickly, 

perhaps because these people are more accustomed to the confusing back and forth between languages. And 

as for people with dementia, the first signs on average appear at about 71.4 years of age for monolinguals, but 

that figure jumps to 75.5 years of age for bilinguals. 

 

As research continues, scientists will likely discover even more reasons to acquire a foreign language. 

 

 

 

Teacher's Notes: 

 

* Underlined words in red typeface are the answers.
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the Article (for students)            

Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

acquire command warding off acceptance exposure 

consensus suppress accustomed translates irrelevant 

continues average executive adept consequences 

Being Bilingual Good for the Brain 

In an increasingly globalized world, being bilingual (or even multilingual) has many benefits. In children, for 

example, speaking two languages (a. _______________) to higher math scores. Or in the world of 

business, an employer will likely offer a higher salary if he/she has a (b. _______________) of more than 

one language. And being bilingual generally also means (c. _______________) to more than one culture, 

bringing about the (d. _______________) and understanding of others. However, did you know that 

bilingualism benefits the brain too? 

 

Increasingly, more and more scientists are reaching a (e. _______________) that speaking two or more 

languages provides measurable positives. From improved memory and decision-making skills to 

(f. _______________) Alzheimer's Disease, being (g. _______________) at two languages results in 

desirable (h. _______________). 

 

Let's start with how the brain of multilinguals must (i. _______________) one language. In other words, if 

someone knew both Spanish and English but were using the former instead of the latter in a conversation, 

then that person's brain would actively keep the momentarily (j. _______________) English in check. This 

results in frequent exercise for the portion of the brain responsible for (k. _______________) functions like 

focused thought and problem-solving skills. 

 

There's more, though. People who use two or more languages also can switch between tasks more quickly, 

perhaps because these people are more (l. _______________) to the confusing back and forth between 

languages. And as for people with dementia, the first signs on (m. _______________) appear at about 71.4 

years of age for monolinguals, but that figure jumps to 75.5 years of age for bilinguals. 

 

As research (n. _______________), scientists will likely discover even more reasons to 

(o. _______________) a foreign language. 
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STEP ONE            

Speculate: Write in the missing word for today's article title: "Being (                         ) Good for the Brain." Why 

did you choose this word for the blank? 

 

STEP TWO            

Vocabulary match: Match the words in column A (from the article) with the best choice in column B. Use a 

dictionary for any words you don't know, but be sure to check your English-English dictionary, too. 

a. translate q. agreement 

b. command r. defend 

c. exposure s. get 

d. consensus t. ruling or directing 

e. ward off u. knowledge 

f. adept v. restrain 

g. suppress w. transform 

h. relevant x. skilled 

i. executive y. appropriate 

j. acquire z. mastery 

 

STEP THREE            

Fill in the Blanks: Fill in the blank with the correct word. 

consensus acquire exposure suppress command 

adept translates executive warding off irrelevant 

a. In children, for example, speaking two languages (                         ) to higher math scores. 

b. He/She has a (                         ) of more than one language. 

c. Being bilingual generally also means (                         ) to more than one culture 

d. Scientists are reaching a (                         ) that speaking two languages provides positives. 

e. Consequences are improved decision-making skills to (                         ) Alzheimer's Disease 

f. Being (                         ) at two languages results in desirable consequences. 

g. The brain of multilinguals must (                         ) one language. 

h. That person's brain would actively keep the momentarily (                         ) English in check. 

i. The brain is responsible for (                         ) functions like focused thought and problem-solving skills. 

j. Scientists will likely discover even more reasons to (                         ) a foreign language. 
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STEP FOUR            

The Article: 1) Read the article, but don't worry about the missing words. 2) Fill in the blanks with today's 

vocabulary, followed by all the other words. 3) Read the article again, and circle any unknown words/phrases. In 

pairs/groups, use your dictionaries to understand the words or phrases your circled. 4) Answer the questions to 

check your comprehension. 

a. If someone is bilingual, what benefits are there for business professionals? 

b. If someone is bilingual, what cultural benefits are there? 

c. According to the article, why are focused thought and problem-solving skills improved? 

d. According to the article, why can bilinguals switch between tasks more quickly? 

e. When do people usually begin to suffer from Alzheimer's Disease? 

 

STEP FIVE            

Discuss: Write down five vocabulary words from today's article that you want to use. 

a.  

b.  

c.  

d.  

e.  

 

Now talk about the following questions in pairs/groups. Every time you use a vocabulary word, place a check 

next to it. 

a. Would you want to learn a third, fourth, or fifth language? Why/not? 

b. What is the most difficult aspect of learning a language? Why do you think so? 

c. Do you think this information will motivate people to learn a foreign language? Why/not? 

d. What other benefits come from being multilingual? Please explain. 

 

Score yourself: 

10 or more times:  Fantastic!  Be sure to review the words at home. 

6-9 times:  Pretty good! You're on your way to acquiring today's vocabulary. Try writing your own 

 sentences at home for additional practice. 

5 or less times:  Try harder next time! To acquire new vocabulary, you need to use the new words as much 

 as possible. 

 


